THE TUESDAY CLUB MURDERS
The unifying premise for this short story collection is the Tuesday Club: six people who
meet socially one evening at Jane Marple's home and then decide to meet regularly
each Tuesday night to solve a mystery which a group member must relate.Unsolved
mysteries... When author Raymond West proposes a regular gathering of friends with
unique and disparate outlooks to solve mysteries, the Tuesday...
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Peek Inside the Book
Sitting here with one's knitting, one just sees the facts. -"The Blood-Stained Pavement Agatha Christie, The
Thirteen Problems //
Well, of course, it was not any of my business but you get very queer glimpses of life sometimes, and you
can't help speculating about them. Agatha Christie, The Thirteen Problems //

Reader's Opinions
Rating: 3.0/5.0I love Miss Marple books because they are deep and the main characters are usually more
developed and have a significant existence. I cannot say the same about this though for several reasons. I
liked it too but not as much as the other books in the series. The book consists of short stories with...

The Tuesday Club Murders is a group of mysteries discussed once a week by Miss Marple and her friends. Each chapter has a new
twist to unravel. A clever idea that proves that even every day people have experiences to share that may or may not have an
explanation. Easy reading that keeps the reader interested.This book is a little different Marple, but nonetheless is worth it. I liked it very
much. Read more. Comment| 2 people found this helpful. The Thirteen Problems is a short story collection by British writer Agatha
Christie, first published in the UK by Collins Crime Club in June 1932 and in the US by Dodd, Mead and Company in 1933 under the title
The Tuesday Club Murders. The UK edition retailed at seven shillings and sixpence (7/6) and the US edition at $2.00. The thirteen
stories feature the amateur detective Miss Marple, her nephew Raymond West, and her friend Sir Henry Clithering. They are the earliest
stories Christie wrote about

